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Responses of Individuals to the Mission Council resolution on the future of 

the Windermere Centre 

Note: these submissions appear as received, although we have edited into the URC’s house 

style.  The name and other details of the author appear at the beginning of each submission.  

Opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the official policy of 

the United Reformed Church. 

 

1. On 31 October 2016, the Revd Stephen Thornton, originator of the idea of the Windermere 

Centre wrote: 

I write in response to the news about the Windermere Centre, determined to do all that I can to 

revive and renew it. It started with nothing, and the people of the United Reformed Church 

responded to establish it; it has done sterling service in equipping our people and changing lives, and 

I am sure that our people will respond again – and if it’s anything like the response on my phone 

over the weekend, the future is bright. And the churches need it more than ever. 

The courses the Church needs are manifold; 

Courses in prayer, development of worship; Bible; theology; Church history; to develop eldership; 

courses for church secretaries; treasurers; youth and children's workers; in hymnody; the Reformed 

tradition; evangelism; creating and living in United churches; in creating safe places for all; courses 

for musicians, poets, artists, prayer writers; courses on interfaith; liturgy – endless are the subjects 

sorely needed -. It might be said that that has been tried and won't work – that's what they said in 

1980. But it all needs dynamic leadership; personal commendation by real people and courses led by 

a great variety of people – and linked with the committees at Church House. 

And courses for school teachers in congregations; health workers; politicians; social workers; 

scientists; carers – they are all there – I meet them each week – needing to meet and resource each 

other. We need to discover who they are and bring them together to support and resource each 

other – for they think they are on their own and seem to get precious little support from the 

churches. 

And that is just a beginning. Of course the Centre needs a dynamic theologian as Director, who 

needs with others, to whizz round the country talking about all that Windermere has to offer and 

getting people excited about it. This cannot be done on machines – which way the Centre would 

never have happened – it needs people and personal contact. And how about one keen person in 

each synod able and equipped to visit churches outlining the need and creating excitement and 

anticipation. 

The Centre has a key role to play in lifting our Church out of the doldrums and making it a dynamic 

force again. I hear people say they don't know what the United Reformed Church stands for 

anymore – well, I do and it is most precious. I visit churches all over the country and many have 
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never heard of the Centre or all that it has to offer. We've done it once – we can do it again – and I 

guess we need to keep on doing it. 

And for money, maybe the URC wouldn't do it but the Centre could or I could or someone could –

launch an appeal to all who have benefited over 30 years (people have already offered me 

substantial amounts on the phone), and others with vision – it’s the 500th anniversary of the 

Reformation next year – call it The Windermere Centre Reformation 500 Appeal - and see the money 

roll in – agreeing to return it if our endeavour fails. We have a precious treasure to resource – and 

resource it we must. No more talk of ‘dying/we can't/we have no future’ – of course we have. 

I believe that it’s the future of our beloved Church we're dealing with here, and we must not fail. The 

Centre started with one person, when everyone said it would never happen – but it did. We've a lot 

more committed people keen about it now, so let us go to it.  

Therefore, what next ...? I look forward to hearing. 

NB 1: I hear some say it needs the earth spending on it to bring it up to standard. I don't believe a 

word of that. It is perfectly adequate – we are not here for the rich and comfortable. 

NB 2: We must always keep in mind what it is for – to equip all the faithful – not primarily as a hotel, 

nor primarily for Ministers of Word and Sacraments but the members of our churches. 

Stephen added the following on 2 December 2016: 

Here is another piece for 19 December, in response to people asking me why the Centre needs the 

Director and others to regularly travel round the country commending the Centre and the courses, 

and encouraging people to participate. There are two major reasons. The first is so that the Director 

keeps in touch with the real needs of the churches. But secondly, and more complicated ... 

When I was Director of Training in Wessex, we put on many exciting courses on many subjects, but 

then we had to tour the synod promoting them because people would not come unless we did. If we 

sat waiting for people, we'd sit forever! This is because, for some unaccountable reason there is a 

strong resistance to learning in our churches, highlighted by Professor Hull's great book – What 

prevents adult Christians from learning? Others have written on the subject too.  All this when the 

need for a well-equipped membership is paramount. 

Therefore, we have a major task on hand to 'inculcate a culture of training' throughout the Church. 

The Centre has played a big part in that for 30 years, but the work is only just begun, and we must 

not go back to square one. 

Personal, face to face promotion then is vital – with a wealth of wide ranging, relevant courses to 

promote. 

The Revd Stephen Thornton 
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In the following days a number of people wrote in expressing their reactions to the news from 

Mission Council. The next section includes the responses received from individuals, whilst collective, 

longer, or responses by individuals with particular perspectives on the Centre can be found in 

subsequent parts of this compilation. 

 

 

2. Barbara Martin, Centre user, URC member 

There should be courses to widen horizons. Education and learning is deep rooted and lifelong so I 

would like to explore more adventures. 

 

1) Having a go at understanding modern art 

2) Having a go at understanding modern music 

3) Understanding why the URC has retreated from city centres 

4) The birth and development of the Quaker movement, visiting relevant nearby sites 

5) URC (including Mission Council) should encourage family groups/friendship groups    

to use the centre as a meeting place. There is a family group on alternate Christmases; there has 

been a family Diamond Wedding celebration. Why not more? 

6) Have a live-in director who is a hostess/host for guests using the Centre as a B&B.  

7) Church and Centre available as a wedding venue. We were guests at a grandson’s  

wedding last Sunday. The marriage ceremony was at the church attended by the bride, after the 

morning service. Everyone then had a 14-mile journey to the reception. Most guests needing 

accommodation stayed at the reception venue for two nights B&B. The venue will have had a 

profitable time 

8) Furness Abbey. A study of monastic movements combined with the flora and fauna of the 

estuary 

9) Synods asked to be committed to paying the costs of a break for asylum seekers and 

refugees from their area 

10) Retreats 

11) Lakeland Poets 

12) Ways of coping with pain.  

 

 When the programme shows ‘private bookings’ an indication of what it is about might 

encourage others to take private bookings also. 

 Will the URC finance committee publish figures to show how much the URC places of 

learning are each subsidised by the Church? 

 It is not wise to assume that everyone has, or wants, access to the internet.    

Barbara Martin 

 

3. The Revd John Martin, Centre user 

1) When the working group study the finances of the Windermere Centre please avoid a 

misinterpretation by noting that under the system of ‘pay what you think it is worth’ some 

of us have decided on a sum then divided it in two; part was what could have been on an 

invoice and part was a gift so that gift aid could be claimed on it. It was our attempt at 

creative accounting. 
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2) A little of, as the younger people say, where I am coming from.  I am a regular visitor to the 

Windermere Centre. I was ordained in the Presbyterian Church of England ministry in 1959 

so my memory goes back well before the creation of the Windermere Centre. The General 

Assembly decided to set up the Retired Ministers’ Housing Society. The Revd FP Copeland 

Simmons visited congregations throughout the country as a result of which funds were 

raised and houses bequeathed.  He visited individual congregations, not presbyteries. Has 

anyone done the same for the Windermere Centre and is there anyone of comparable 

stature?  There is money around; our nearest United Reformed church has had a bequest of 

nearly one million pounds and used it on taking out pews etc. Years ago my wife and I 

became life members of the National Trust, Historic Scotland and the Friends of the Royal 

Liverpool Philharmonic Society, to which we still subscribe and enjoy an occasional free glass 

of wine. Has anybody thought of a Friends of Windermere Centre, with or without the free 

glass of wine – preferably with? 
 

3) Is there the possibility of finding a minister starting retirement who would be happy as a 

resident/warden with two rooms for a period of five years (65 to 70) thus enabling the 

Centre to provide Bed and Breakfast facilities?  She or he might also serve the Carver 

congregation. At the end of the five years the Retired Ministers’ Housing Society could take 

responsibility for such a person. Indeed, they might make a financial contribution to the 

centre during the five-year term. 
 

4) The Centre is a useful size for our denomination. If it closed and we had to use a place like 

the Methodist Abbots Hall near Grange-over-Sands, there would be disadvantages such as 

having to share accommodation with other organizations. There would not be the URC 

ambience or all the objects which say that it is our place.  
 

5) Windermere is easily accessible by road or rail. There are many places of interest nearby. 

The scenery around and on the approaches is unrivalled.  The house is warm, comfortable 

and convenient with good food and excellent staff. 
 

6) Has there ever been a suggestion that Reform should provide a free regular half page 

advertisement? 
 

7) I have attended conferences in The Hayes, Swanwick; Broomley Grange, Corbridge; Yardley 

Hastings; High Leigh, Hoddesdon; Bishop Woodford House, Ely; Cloverley; Calverhall; 

Limpsfield; Salvation Army Reading, Hull, Keele, Wymondham, Harpendon; Roman Catholic 

College, Upholland; Red Maids, Bristol; Jordans, Beaconsfield; Alison House, Matlock; 

Northern College, Manchester; Barnes Close, Bromsgrove; Chester Diocese, Frodsham; 

Ebernberg Bad Kreuznach; and Douglas Isle of Man. None have matched our Windermere 

Centre. 
 

In case it seems that I have spent all my time at conferences, I may say that my wife and I have 

towed a caravan between Uppsala, Sweden and Palermo, Sicily; Galway, Ireland and Kars, Turkey; 

Cordoba, Spain and Gdansk, Poland, for holidays.  Now that I am 86 I want my great-grandchildren to 

have the same opportunities of study and fellowship that I had at the Windermere Centre. 

The Revd John Martin 
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4. The Revd Hilary Smith, Minister of Park Gate and Neston URC, Cheshire  

I write on behalf of Parkgate and Neston United Reformed Church to express our dismay at the 

possible closure of the Windermere Centre. This place means a great deal to many of us and several 

of our members use the whole facility from time to time for family reunions etc. and our church goes 

there every year for weekends. It is a wonderful resource and has the advantage of being in the 

North of England. We feel that mission council is overstepping the mark in making decisions of this 

magnitude. 

 

 

5. The Revd Dave Coaker, Minister, Leyland URC and Penwortham URC, Preston 

Not sure what contribution to make as I’m not totally aware of how Windermere functions at the 

moment and the details of the Mission Council discussion, but: 

 

1) It does seem a rushed decision, given Lawrence’s sabbatical and resignation allowing time for 

things to stabilise would have seemed sensible. (I know it’s a final decision in May but how it was 

presented gave the impression it was a foregone conclusion.) 

 

2) I believe ‘Pay What You Can’ worked the first year or so, but not so much since. I am also led to 

believe that standard prices have not been updated – that would help to inform folk of costs 

while also letting them contribute against what they are able to pay. 

 

3) Would running as a B&B around church bookings help? (Churches will book well in advance and 

tourists less so, so this might work well.) 

 

4) Instead of a Director have a manager and then buy-in/use volunteer leadership for planned 

events. (Maybe also use something like the model at St Deniol’s where they have guest 

chaplains who deliver the worship and ‘supervise’ to cover staff availability – or maybe this is 

what hosts do already?) 

 

All in all I was bemused and surprised by the Mission Council decision but am glad Bungee has been 

appointed and that it seems space has been opened up for a more thoughtful, prayerful, and 

hopefully strategic and managed review to take place. 

 

 

6. Debs Casey, Knaresborough URC, Centre user.  

I'm incredibly upset at the possibility of the Centre closing as it is a great resource place. I 

understand that if the URC are losing money then something needs to be done. Has the possibility of 

closing one of the other Resource Centres for Learning been looked into?  

 

I realise that it's probably a foregone conclusion that the Centre will be closing but I personally think 

this would be incredibly detrimental if this does happen. I also know that I'm only one person but I 

have a disability which makes it very complicated to travel let alone find accommodation to go on a 

training course.  
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The Centre is great for me in that it is fully adapted for a person like me who is in a wheelchair full 

time. Also with the Windermere Centre having The Hannah Fund people like me who are on limited 

means can afford to attend. If this stopped, I personally would miss out on so much.  

 

As for the occupancy if the Windermere Centre allowed dogs then I personally think the occupancy 

may just go up. I have a dog but unfortunately she is only a pet and not an assistance dog so I have 

to put her in kennels when I go to Windermere. If I could take her then I would definitely go a lot 

more. It would also attract more B & B people if this was allowed as there are a lot of walking people 

that have dogs with them.  

 

 

7. The Revd Roger Cornish, URC Minister 

I would be really sorry to see the Windermere Centre close. To me it has been a gem, in its various 

forms since it first opened. It is a place and community I have visited for refreshment, renewal, 

support, learning, development and relaxation. It is like a second home. I have got to know the staff 

there and seen many of them develop and grow in many ways. I have felt loved, nurtured and very 

well fed there and know I am not alone. Many members of the church, both young and old, have had 

their faith-journey deepened and challenged through the courses and holidays that have been 

offered.  

 

If a considerable amount of money is needed to bring the centre up to modern standards then I see 

this as an important priority for the church’s mission to its members, ministers and the UK.  

 

As an accountant, I am surprised that the Centre is not self-financing, but if this is not possible, 

believe that it is worth subsidising through the MOM because of the many benefits the Centre offers 

to the church.  

 

I do hope that the committee’s recommendation to close the Windermere Centre will be reversed 

and that the Centre will be developed and its work expanded over the coming years. 

 

 

8. John Latham, lay leader Hampton Hill URC 

Many years ago when my father, the Revd Robert Latham, was fundraising and seeking to develop 

the Windermere Centre it had at least two key purposes: 

 

a. To support the denomination’s work in developing faith, education, training and service in the 

north of England; 

 

b. To be open to those who could use it with joy – no faith, denomination or creed excluded. In fact, 

we had a large full family holiday there many years ago. 

 

RO as he was known to many, gave his library to the Centre for people to use freely too.    

 

If the denomination can no longer sustain the Centre then would you consider developing its use in 

the field of education and community cohesion?   Sensibly priced, with appropriate staff, it could 
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well be very much valued by schools – perhaps even our own denominational schools – Eltham 

College and Walthamstow Hall for example. 

 

Should such a plan not meet with sustainable business plans then a more radical approach might be 

worth considering – a refugee centre to welcome those fleeing conflict in Syria and beyond. 

 

Should you be interested in having someone with long experience in education and a (family) 

commitment to the Centre working with you to consider possibilities please feel free to ask me. 

 

While dad was proud of the possibilities of the Windermere Centre, he would put people first every 

time and especially those excluded or marginalised.   His work with the London Missionary Society 

for so many years meant mission for him knew no limits of place.   He was integral in taking the LMS 

into CWM and closing Livingstone House to make better use of funds for people.  Change held no 

fear for him. 

 

 

9. Peter Drew, Centre user 

It seems that the Centre is likely to close.  That would be a shame for the many people who value it, 

but apparently it is too expensive to sustain.  Perhaps the people should not lose it, but have cuts 

elsewhere.  An obvious place would be Church House itself which is expensive to manage and, being 

in London, expensive to staff.  Could administration move outside London and thus save the useful 

facility for the people who are paying? 

 

 

10. Charles Jolly, TLS Regional Organiser, East Midlands 

Alison and I are sad to hear of the projected closure of the Windermere Centre. We have enjoyed 

some brilliant courses there and it feels like a huge loss to the United Reformed Church. 

  

Of course, we have also very happy memories of Westminster and Luther King House, but 

Windermere has a spirit and ethos that cannot be replaced. 

  

Communal learning is at the heart of the denomination.  Books have to be balanced and we respect 

those who have to struggle with difficult choices, but is there no other way? 

 

 

11. The Revd Rose Westwood, Methodist Superintendent Minister, Central Sussex United Area 

No proposal, but a question: what kinds of discussions have been held with other denominations 

about use of the centre?  I write from the perspective of a Methodist Superintendent and co-leader 

of a United Area (largely partnered with the URC, but with some Anglican and Baptist input), and 

also as the Methodist representative on Southern Synod Council. 
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12. The Revd Shirley Farrier, member of Free to Believe 

I am so glad that David Lawrence, on behalf of the 'Free to Believe’ Committee wrote the letter he 

did1.  I support fully all that is in the letter.  I received Mission Council’s devastating statement about 

the very probable and imminent closure of Windermere as an email. It appeared to come out of the 

blue and I could not believe that such a major influential decision could be made without proper 

consultation throughout the URC. I suspect that you will respond by saying the decision has not yet 

been made but the wording of the statement was such that it will be self-fulfilling unless there was a 

radical and rapid change of heart. I am sure staff at the Centre will feel sufficiently insecure that they 

will have begun to look for alternative posts, and anyone hoping to plan a course their next year will 

almost certainly decide not to do so. 

 

I am a retired minister and I know from my years in ministry how much the Centre was valued by 

many lay people. (In past years the Centre appeared to have much greater publicity in local 

congregations). 

 

I personally have every reason to feel grateful for the presence of the Centre. Over time I have 

attended quite a number of different courses and always come away feeling refreshed. The 

Windermere Centre is uniquely placed to enable Christian folk to come together in an open, relaxed 

setting, completely away from the restrictions of URC organisation. I was particularly helped last 

May by a course entitled ‘On the Edge’ where a group came together from all walks of life and 

explored the presence of God in their lives in a remarkably open honest way. Such an experience 

would only be possible in the setting of Windermere.  I was looking forward to booking onto the 

Free to Believe course in May but now I don’t know whether it will happen. 

 

I understand that there has been a lot of expenditure on Westminster College, but where does 

Mission Council think the future of the URC lies?! Surely it is in actively developing, encouraging and 

enabling a much increased lay ministry, rather than the survival of an ever decreasing stipendiary 

ministry which can no longer meet the needs of today’s congregations. What better setting for this 

could there be than the Windermere Centre. Please, please, rethink! 

 

 

13. The Revd Sue Chapman, URC Minister, Southern Synod 

I am not surprised that one of the suggestions for the Centre is to close it.  It would be sad but the 

Centre is inaccessible to many synods because of its location and transport links.  The programme 

seems to have stuck over the past few years and the idea of pay what you like, especially for courses 

that have some set costs, including staffing and catering, seems really odd, and causes difficulties 

with claiming EM3 etc. I love the Centre – the courses I have attended have been excellent and I 

have really benefited from attending them – and I am so thankful to Carver Church for re-arranging 

their building to create a great space to work in. I think the money could be better invested for 

training so that each synod could have some training in more accessible places.  It will be sad to see 

it close but we can't be sentimental about it.  We have limited financial resources and we need to 

approach it prayerfully and openly. Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

                                                 
1 David Lawrence’s letter can be read in full on page 4 of the Collective Responses document. 
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14. Joyce Davis, Ormskirk, Lancashire, Centre user 

I was shocked and saddened to hear that the Windermere Centre might close (we have already lost 

Yardley Hastings) and my feeling is if we had a Director more closely involved with groups we could 

make a go of it.  

 

I have been to the Centre at Christmas time as I, like a lot of people, live alone and such a Centre 

affords a nice homely atmosphere; we have a gathering every other year and we haven’t known 

until the autumn whether or not it would take place.  Most similar Christian places in Cumbria are 

full at Christmas. We should advertise more and advertise the house party the previous January. 

I have enjoyed fellowship at Older Folks fellowship (OFF). [One member recently died and it was said 

at her funeral how much she had enjoyed OFF over many years.]  

 

The Centre is ideal for family gatherings i.e. special birthday celebrations and reunions (the ex 

Fellowship of Youth have stayed at the Centre many times.) 

 

Please keep the Centre open and advertise courses etc. and please [remember that] not everyone 

has a computer! 

 

 

15. Mrs EM Roberts, Centre user, Windermere 

I feel that it is clear from the nationwide response to the possibility that the Windermere Centre 

might be closed that every effort must be made to keep open this valuable resource for the whole 

denomination.  There is inevitably a tension in running a Christian Centre and the need to restrict 

the level of any subsidy from central funds.  However, the present crisis gives the whole Church the 

opportunity to examine the best way of running the Centre and for the URC to recognise that 

changes need to be made. 

 

As a lay person who has been a keen supporter of the Centre since it opened (and who has attended 

a number of its courses), may I comment that: 

 

a) It must be more widely appreciated how important is the residential nature of its operation. This 

ensures that it becomes a ‘safe house’ for all its visitors and greatly helps in its inspired teaching 

and valuable fellowship to a wide range of participants. It is a tragedy that the present situation 

was not made known more widely and much sooner. 

b) It is clear that proper budgetary control has not taken place with the inevitable result that this 

has led to a significant proportion of the current deficit.  This has meant that the full cost of 

providing its services (courses, holidays etc.) has not been appreciated nor passed on to the 

participants – a situation made much worse under the more recent ‘pay what you can’ system.  

c) It is obvious that occupancy levels are of major significance and every effort has to be made to 

bring more people to the Centre. There is a need for much more inspiriting advertising and for it 

to be spread more widely, especially throughout the whole of the URC.  

 

Being successful in running a residential centre of this size needs hotel training and experience – 

after all it is a sizable operation. Is it fair or reasonable to expect a Director, appointed for his 

spiritual inspiration and teaching skills, to be fit to fulfil such hotel requirements? 
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By chance along comes an opportunity to fulfil most of the points made above.  The ‘potential 

partner’ has the requisite hotel experience, would expose a wider field for any advertising initiative 

and would be a helpful break from the past.  It would also free any new Director to concentrate on 

the all-important teaching and spiritual roles, thereby giving a much needed impetus to the URC 

mission, especially in the North. 

 

The benefits of such an agreement with the ‘potential partner’ are well set out in 13.2 of Paper D1, 

The Windermere Centre – Ways Forward.  However, it is recognised that the current deficit cannot 

be reduced straightaway.  This seems to have frightened Mission Council from taking such a bold 

step, leading it to forgo the wonderful chance to re-establish the Centre for its future role.  

 

There is, hopefully, a way of solving this problem by going back to the origins of the Centre when the 

first Director, the Revd Graham Cook, raised the initial cash to get it started. I am convinced that 

much for the deficits projected could be covered by donations from churches and individuals.  In 

addition, there will be a greater need for lay training as the number of ordained ministers continues 

to fall.  Surely this justifies that some of the overheads of the Centre should be covered by a 

contribution from the Maintenance of Ministry.  

 

I must point out that the timescale for suggestions has been too short as many ordinary members 

are only just becoming aware of what might happen.   

 

 

16. The Revd Anne Stokes, retired URC minister, North Western Synod 

I am writing in support of finding a way to keep the wonderful Windermere Centre – 'our home in 

the north'  – open.  I was shocked to think it could be closed after many, many happy memories, 

courses and stays I have had there.  Surely future generations of folk (URC and others) should also be 

able to continue to have this opportunity. 

 

The actual cause is not given but I suspect it is mainly financial plus domestic problems.  Domestic 

problems should be sorted by a suitable manager appointment.  Financially – I understood the new 

approach to 'pay what you can' has surprisingly done well. 

I think the amount of money spent to update on making all the rooms en suite: the disabled suite 

(named in memory of a dear person from Carver) and the Hannah Fund show how keen many have 

been in the past to ensure this continues to welcome people in the future.  Apart from this, the 

walkway between the Centre and the church has been appreciated.  Also the people of Carver have 

willingly rearranged the church taking out the pews.  They have added a new foyer and updated the 

hall and ensuring larger groups can be accommodated.  This cost must surely come into the equation 

if we ask why the investment was made if the Centre has no future? 

I hope that the URC will look carefully at the opportunity of having such a wonderful place.  I 

personally have been going to Windermere for over 25 years and have seen good changes – like the 

cooked breakfast; the en-suite facilities; the variety of courses; hosting training and relaxation times.  

Many summer and winter schools for ministers have also taken place there plus lay preaching 

courses and church retreats.  This is a heritage we must not lose. 

Please think again and at least have a full and frank discussion with us all.  I only heard about it via 
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an email reporting on a Mission Council statement and I had to read and reread the options.  Come 

on URC – plan for the future! 

 

17. Artpeace, Zimbabwe 

                               
Lamb of God, by Peter Kananji                                 Giraffe Family, by Michael Mukolosi 

 

For several years now, the Windermere Centre has been supporting Artpeace, a co-operative of 

artists near Harare in Zimbabwe, by selling their sculptures and jewellery in our shop. The money 

from these sales goes direct to the artists, and provides them with much-needed income to support 

their families. 

 

The Centre has received some video messages from the artists, over 6000 miles away, offering their 

support in response to hearing the news that the United Reformed Church is considering closing the 

Windermere Centre. ‘Life in Zimbabwe is very difficult,’ says spokesperson, Mike Masedza: ‘We are 

depending on Windermere very much, so it will be a very big blow for us if it closes.’ 

Watch the video. 

 

The full text of Mike's speech is reproduced here: 

 

‘Hello friends in the UK. My name is Mike Masedza, I am the founding chair of Artpeace. 

It is so sad that Windermere is going to close after so many years of assisting Artpeace and friends 

and our families. Life in Zimbabwe is so difficult, you know. It is very difficult to sell our stone 

carvings, so we are depending on Windermere very much, so it will be a very big blow for us if it 

closes. So we are with you in our prayers, so that you do not close. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/sd3FvNkpWys?rel=0
http://windermereurc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Lamb-of-God-by-Peter-Kananji-Artpeace.jpg
http://windermereurc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Giraffe-Family-by-Michael-Mukolosi.jpg
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‘It has helped us a lot: Lizeni and Godfrey here – they have been benefitting very much from the 

sales in the UK, and all these members here, and some members who are not here, to support their 

families back home. Each member is supporting more than 15 family members, so it will be a very 

big blow for us, since, as you know, the situation in Zimbabwe is so tough on the artists. They will 

not survive with the local sales; they depend on sales from UK, from your friends and others in the 

UK. So we are with you in our prayers that Windermere will not close. God bless you all. Merry 

Christmas’ 

 

In the second video, some of the individual artists speak about their lives, and how the Centre has 

helped them. Fortune Masiyiwa, a chairman of Artpeace, described the news that the Windermere 

Centre might close as: 'very bad news, especially for those who are sick, and especially for the 

children who are going to school through the money from Windermere,' as the artists rely on sales 

from Windermere 'to keep our families afloat'. He also expressed sorrow for staff at the Centre who 

stand to lose their jobs, and said that they were praying for God's presence in the situation. 

View the second video 

 

John Simpson from St. Andrews' United Reformed Church in Walton-on-Thames, who liaises with 

Artpeace daily and co-ordinates the Artpeace sales in the Windermere Centre and other UK venues, 

said: ‘Some of the cooperative shown in the video are extremely ill and unable to work but they 

made the effort to walk many miles to Silveira House to support Windermere. Each artist and their 

friends support anything from ten to 20 men women and children through the extended family 

system. Not all are shown here as some live in rural areas’, and he adds, ‘this was quite an effort for 

them. You can be assured that they speak from the heart.’  John further tells us that two of the 

artists, Lizeni and Godfrey, who are mentioned in the first video, have been very ill recently, and he 

feared that we would lose them, but that income from UK sculpture sales and donations covered the 

cost of medical care needed to save their lives. Support from Windermere and other locations 

improves the artists' morale as well as helping them financially. 

 

 

18. Barbara Cansell, Centre user 

Although I am not a member of the URC community I have had the privilege of visiting the 

Windermere Centre two or three times a year since 2011. On every occasion I have been made to 

feel so welcome and the hospitality of the staff would do any five-star hotel proud. 

I was a bit worried when the Pay What You Can was introduced as I wasn't sure it would work. But 

looking at the Events page on the website I needn't have worried as there seems to be so much 

taking place. And I have been so impressed by the Hannah Fund that I have made contributions 

when I can, so that people less fortunate than me can visit the Centre without worrying about the 

cost. I hope that the Mission Council take everyone's views on board and there is a positive outcome 

as apart from anything else I cannot bear to see the Centre's staff made redundant. 

 

19. Catrina Lansley, Centre user 

I came to know of the Windermere Centre from sitting in Carver Church on Easter Sunday 2011. 

Holidaying in the area, my fellow travellers and I decided to attend a church service. Climbing the 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/4yPmU5TXE9s?rel=0
http://windermereurc.org.uk/events-nw/
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steps of Carver Church, my life was about to change for the better. After being welcomed in, I ended 

up sat next to Lawrence – the rest is history, as they say. 

 

During that summer, recovering from a lung problem, I attended Carver Church and found a love for 

the Lake District. I happened to be in Windermere for the 25th Anniversary of the Centre – this is the 

first time I viewed the Centre. 

 

I found out that the Centre wasn't all about theological lessons as I had believed, but that they did 

courses on crafts. Having never been arty or very crafty, knitting was as good as it got. I found myself 

in April 2012 attending Card Mania ran by very patient ladies. I had never been so well looked after, 

fed well, made to feel welcome and most importantly not excluded. 

 

I have attended Card Mania every year since and have made some wonderful friends, had great 

laughs and have come away completely refreshed. Besides Card Mania I have attended a walking 

week, and stayed for weekends too numerous to count. 

 

One winter I volunteered for a weekend, cooking for ten people in the kitchen at the Centre - it was 

quite an experience. Plus, we managed not to poison anyone. I have been an extra in a music video, 

for a track for Thursday's Child - that was a great time. Having been there for so many weekends I 

have met lots of URC people, listened to their stories and how they fit in to the URC. 

 

The Centre closing means that the friends I have made will probably be lost. As a lone female 

traveller I have always felt safe staying at the Centre, and there have always been other people there 

to speak with; I know this will be a loss not just to me. Everyone who goes through the door of the 

Centre comes out feeling a whole lot better. It is my haven from the busy lives we all lead today, and 

it looks as though we are about to lose this unique place. 

 

Pay What You Can was inspired. The Windermere Centre isn't just a resource centre for the church – 

it's a whole lot more. I pray that every effort will be made to keep it open for people to enjoy the 

Windermere Centre experience. 

The recent communication from the Free to Believe committee surely encapsulates the feelings of 

every admirer of the Windermere Centre who must have been shocked and frankly horrified to read 

Mission Council’s carefully worded statement on the likely closure of the Centre. 

 

20. Johnston Simpson, St Andrew’s URC, Walton on Thames 

Windermere is unique within the URC and, I suggest, one of its few remaining gems. It ‘refreshes the 

parts’ that other pale imitations cannot reach. Let me offer one little perhaps unusual example. A 

few years ago, the then acting Dean of Southwark Cathedral Andrew Nunn, attended a meeting at 

the Centre and chanced to pick up one of my flyers beside the display of Artpeace (Zimbabwe) stone 

sculptures on the ground floor. The following day he contacted me with an invitation to organise a 

stall in Southwark’s sanctuary after the main Sunday service. This proved the start of a tremendous 

fellowship with the Cathedral and these impoverished artists’ work is now a firm favourite in the 

Cathedral shop with healthy sales. I occasionally receive queries from as far away as Chile enquiring 

about the artists. Indeed, the Dean and his Bishop subsequently made time to visit Artpeace on 

http://windermereurc.org.uk/barbara-cansell/
http://windermereurc.org.uk/catrina-lansley/
http://windermereurc.org.uk/catrina-lansley/
https://youtu.be/iMbfUyQx5cM
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several trips to Zimbabwe to try and lift morale and often tweet about their problems and art. Also, 

thanks to their proximity with the Cathedral, CAFOD are now heavily involved courtesy couriers 

bringing pieces over. This has given me an opportunity from a URC perspective to circulate articles 

and photos of the artists’ lives to many churches in the UK and abroad. 

 

 

 

I could go on but the point is that none of this would have happened without Windermere’s 

involvement and imagination. Artpeace are moved by the Centre’s support whose sales proceeds 

help them survive. They were devastated to hear of its likely demise and whole families are praying 

daily for a miracle. Small potatoes in the scheme of things some may say, but vital to all these 

beleaguered men, women and children! 

 

My wife and I have attended Windermere two or three times a year for many years and so enjoy the 

fellowship in superb relaxing surroundings with other denominations and none. Windermere from 

our perspective screams Mission with a capital M: its closure would be a retrograde step adding yet 

another nail to the URC coffin. With proper meaningful support from Tavistock Place, it could prove 

a huge beacon of light to our failing denomination instead of exacerbating another North/South 

divide, and worse.  

 

 

21. Ken Wolfenden, Providence Church, Halifax 

I have just read the report that the Windermere Centre is at risk of closure. This will be a tragedy. It 

is a delightful place with very pleasant staff and plenty to offer in an amazing setting. 

 

Perhaps people like me who recently attended an ichurch course at Westminster College could help 

spread the word through the sites we have learnt to create and pass on that word to churches 

without web sites. We could also encourage people to attend courses and weekend breaks at the 

centre in our own and other churches. Whilst we have a programme of the centres events in our 

churches, it would help if any changes were emailed to us. 

 

 

Artpeace member Fortune 

Masiyiwa with wife Norah and 

two children preparing ground 

for sowing maize seed. 

Windermere Centre sales helps 

to cover school fees, 

medicines, food and the rent of 

his windowless wooden home 

(left) which leaks badly and 

has no electricity or toilet. 
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Again, we could ask for donations for the centre from our congregations which should raise a few 

quid. 

 

Is the centre only available for United Reformed churches to use?  If so, would it help to open it to 

other organisations such as Boys Brigade and Brownies for short breaks and learning? I will be happy 

to help promote the centre in any way I can but will need advice on suitable publicity, type of 

acceptable bookings etc. 

 

 

22. Pam Rowley, Centre user 

If it wasn't for the Centre, I would probably be in a far different place than I am now. The 

Windermere Centre has been my respite for many years. It's been a place I call home and given me 

time to relax and refresh in my hectic and stressful life. I also have caring responsibilities which has 

been overwhelming but the Centre has provided respite. The friendliest staff and good food have 

recharged my batteries on several occasions. This year alone I have been up four times and have 

already booked four visits next year. If the Centre was to close, I will lose a very valued piece of my 

life. 

 

 

23. Wendy Slattery, Centre user 

Thank you for the information regarding the Windermere Centre. I think there is a huge trick they 

are missing. They should take out the ‘religious’ bit and make a commercial proposition.  I have quite 

a few friends who would use the Centre but they are uncomfortable with the religious side of it. In a 

world where we have fewer and fewer congregations and turning away from the Church we ought to 

be using it to bring people together. Prayer will do no good; it is action that is needed. 

 

I do feel very strongly about this and have been putting suggestions forward for a while now. 

 

When is the Council going to listen?  The resources, the area and the atmosphere make for a 

wonderful experience and we should be commercially competitive. 

 

I am staggered that there have not been lines of communication for constructive comments before 

now. I am not surprised that the Centre has been losing money. The 'pay what you can' was not 

good business practice at all. Nobody goes away on holiday or on a course without knowing how 

much it is going to cost – unbelievable. Please pass these comments on too. 

 

 

24. Petition with comments 

To view the petition that was set up by one of the Centre supporters, and the comments of those 

who have signed it, visit: https://www.change.org/p/save-the-windermere-centre/c 

 

Responses collated by the Revd Fiona Thomas, Secretary for Education & Learning 

The United Reformed Church, January 2017 

 

 

https://www.change.org/p/save-the-windermere-centre/c

